Hytrol Conveyor Company, Inc.
Systematic Success
For more than 60 years, Hytrol Conveyor Co., Inc. has been in
the business of manufacturing conveyor. From simple solutions
to complex integration, Hytrol knows how to build a system
from the ground-up. A Hytrol system represents durability,
efficiency, and innovation, which provide reliability for years to
come.
“It’s quality...Hytrol stands for quality and it is a good,
reliable system.”
- Alan Harper, Warehouse Director, Avnet Logistics

“These EZLogic conveyors, I’m impressed with. They’ve
required no maintenance, no hands on troubleshooting,
anything like that. They work very well.”

- David Schatt, Mfg. Technology Supervisor, Kings Hawaiian

“The ability to coordinate, bringing in 70 trailers of Hytrol
Conveyor, and bring it in over a period of time, unload it,
and assemble it, while you have an operation fully running that’s pretty impressive.”

- John Heller, Director of Operations, H.D Smith

“We think the quality of the conveyors, if we look back, at
conveyors over the last 20 years, have really improved with
Hytrol...The sorters, the high-speed sorters that they have,
are very reliable. We’ve got two and we’ve had basically no
downtime with either one of them since we put them in, so
we’re very pleased with the performance.”

- Dan Schnitker, Gen. Manager Excel Beef, Dodge City

“Barnes & Noble had previous experience with Hytrol...and we knew Hytrol produced a quality
and reliable conveyor. Hytrol...made good on all their promises. The accuracy, the speed, and
the throughput Hytrol affords us has improved our services to our customers. We are very happy
with Hytrol.”
- William Duffy, Executive Vice-President of Distribution and Logistics, Barnes & Noble

Barnes & Noble, the world’s largest bookseller, installed over 13 miles of Hytrol conveyor in
their New Jersey distribution center. With that volume, reliability and durability are
a necessity.
“So what the Hytrol Solution provided for us was a system
that was not only repeatable, very dependable, [and] easy
to maintain, but it offered us flexibility. And in our business,
that is crucial. If we can’t be flexible with our customers,
we’re just not going to be able to compete in the
open marketplace.”
“This Hytrol system has been in place for about 9 years...
We had 600 customer/supplier tours last year. So we
highlight the Hytrol systems...people say ‘It’s brand new
isn’t it?’ And if you walked around and you saw it, it’s well
maintained, but that speaks to the quality of the product,
so we are very happy with it – extremely happy.”

- Jim Smith, President, Avnet Logistics

“I’m very pleased with the Hytrol system. What I noticed
from day 1, compared to my other conveyor systems here,
it seems a lot heavier duty, it’s a lot quieter, and is very easy
as far as adjustments to it.”
- Jarod Sproule, DC Manager, Meyer Corp.

“They have the expertise for planning for the work job.
They’ve got a lot of options that they can come in and look
at, build a system around your needs, as well as provide
the expertise in the design and the installation as well.”
- Dan Schnitker, Gen. Manager Excel Beef, Dodge City
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Systematic Success
continued

“Hytrol has been very flexible...some of the original conveyor that we have out there...we
originally put in, but a lot of conveyor, they’ve come in and retrofitted for us.”
“We needed to upgrade our conveyor system. At the same time, we expanded our building
- basically doubled the size of our building. So we needed a company – we’re talking about
Hytrol – that had equipment that was flexible enough to do multiple things.”
“We took out 100% of our conveyor, added Hytrol in and asked Hytrol to ship it to the old
shipping dock and the new shipping dock, with different containers... the original size
totes...and the totes we want to use. But it was flexible enough to handle both size totes.”

- Jim Calabrese, Director of Material Handling Engineering, Avnet Logistics

“The transition, the timing of the install, the delivery of the product, everything went
smoothly without any glitches. Personally, I wouldn’t use anybody else.”

- Pat Schmidt, DC Director, Footlocker.com

Hytrol stands on its history and pushes forward into the
future, consistently demonstrating systematic success.

Diverse and Reliable are the best way to describe Hytrol’s
sortation product line. With the most diversified line in the industry,

Sortation Solutions

Hytrol has a sorter to fit your application.
If you need to sort small individual items, packages or
even problematic products such as blister packs and
cylindrical bottles, turn to the patented Vipersort™
solution. Or if your need is sorting up to 75lb. products
from a flat belt, turn to the ProSort SC.
Hytrol also provides multiple sliding-shoe sorter
products in order to best fit your system requirements. The ProSort 100
Series typically sorts products weighing less than 50 lbs. and can handle
over 15,000 products per hour. The ProSort 400 Series is at home in the
high-end distribution centers, sorting over 24,000 products per hour.
For space-saving situations, Hytrol showcases its
right-angle, narrow-belt sorters, the ProSort MRT
(4200/hr) and SRT (6000/hr) with integrated electrical
wiring. All Hytrol sorters may be configured for single
or dual sided sorting. In order to maximize operational
performance request Hytrol’s ProLogix sortation
control packages.
All Hytrol sorters are designed for ease of installation,
maintenance, and maximum uptime. Also, Hytrol sorters are all
factory assembled and tested to ensure the quality expected from
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If you have a sortation need, Hytrol has a solution…period.
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– the backbone of Hytrol’s control packages.

Proper control of a sorter is key to maximizing equipment
performance and reliability.

The ProLogix® Sortation control

package is designed to optimize performance and efficiency of all
Hytrol Sortation products. ProLogix® provides total control of not
only product tracking but also sorter performance and diagnostics
including certain predictive maintenance instructions. Interfacing
is accomplished through touch screens with user-friendly menus
that are standard with multiple languages selectable with the touch
of a button. ProLogix® is designed to be easily integrated into
any system and utilizes proven software that is simply configured
for your application. Its automatic calibration ability provides for
a simpler, quicker, and more accurate setup.
Maximize performance and system up-time
and minimize maintenance of any sorter with
Hytrol’s proven sortation control.
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Hytrol’s patented Plug-N-Go wiring system is specifically designed
to provide the simplest and most reliable wiring solution for the
ProLogix® sortation control. Plug-N-Go provides quick-connect
wiring to all devices on the sorter with all the benefits of speed
and accuracy of operation. And it’s even match-marked for quick
and simple installation!

All Hytrol control packages have proven performance
records and are fully supported by Hytrol’s in-house
control specialists.
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EZLogic® accumulation control

Quiet, Efficient,

and

Dependable

describe

Hytrol’s revolutionary 24 volt conveyor technology – E24™.
The E24™ motor utilizes gearless technology, which provides
quiet

and

energy

efficient

operation.

External positioning of the E24™ motor
provides improved ease of maintenance
of the conveyor. Rather than a centralized
drive system, these variable speed motors are
distributed along the conveyor making this conveyor
both versatile and flexible for your application requirements.
Hytrol has additionally paired the E24™ with the innovative EZLogic®
accumulation technology. Not only does this provide zero pressure
accumulation but also numerous other functions to the conveyor
system. The sleep feature of EZLogic® turns rollers off while not in
use, allowing for no energy consumption when product flow is not
required. Combining these technologies provides unprecedented
flexibility into a highly durable solution.
With few moving parts combined with great heat dissipation, the E24™
motor demonstrates over 6x the life expectancy of conventional

Wow!

24v technology.

It’s time to provide your system with the most quiet, efficient, and
dependable 24 volt technology in the industry – Hytrol’s E24™.
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